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Family Researchers
Found in the Names Index

Finding family while volunteering for the JDC Archives.

Events and Happenings
JDC Archives Virtual Programs:
Spring-Summer 2021

Please join us at our upcoming virtual programs!

A Scholarly Glimpse
From Left to Right: Lucy S.
Dawidowicz, the New York
Intellectuals, and the Politics of Jewish
History

A transnational American Jew with a Polish Jewish soul.

Archives Treasure
Backdrop to Rescue

JDC banner witnessed historic Sarajevo evacuation.

Using the Archives
JDC Archives YouTube Channel

Watch recorded JDC Archives public lectures, historic film
clips, and more on our YouTube channel.

Personal Stories
Overcoming Obstacles to Freedom

Miriam Keesing recalls her familyʼs wartime journey from the
Netherlands.

April 2021

Support
JDC Archives

Happy children after their meal in the JDC supported canteen. Tunis, Tunisia, 1951. View
more photos and documents that will put a smile on your face.

2021 JDC Archives Fellows
Announced
Supporting cutting-edge research in the JDC Archives.

Have you checked out our Names Index?

The JDC Names Index
Explore your family history! Search over 500,000
names drawn from our historic documents and client
lists, with more material added regularly. Find your
family history

The JDC Archives houses one of the worldʼs most significant collections of modern Jewish history. Comprising the 
organizational records of the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee (JDC), the worldʼs leading Jewish 
humanitarian organization, the Archives includes over 3 miles of text documents, 100,000 photographs, a research 
library of more than 6,000 books, 1,100 audio recordings including oral histories, and a video collection.

With records of activity in more than 90 countries dating from its founding in 1914 to the present, the JDC Archives has 
two centers, located in New York City and Jerusalem, and is open to the public by appointment. For more information, 
visit archives.jdc.org. For more information on JDC Archives Fellowships, visit the Fellowships page.

You are receiving this email because at one time you indicated an interest in the Archives of the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee. 
By continuing to receive email correspondence from our organization, you agree to ʻopt inʼ for future communications. To remove yourself from 
this monthly mailing, you may elect to opt out at any time.
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